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 This comprehensive resource highlights the tools, supplies, and methods involved with assembling and
keeping your own lucrative airbrush system.Uncover the exciting and potentially lucrative field of
airbrushed nails!
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Excellent Im just getting started with airbrushing nails which book is crucial have. A great buy and I
acquired mine used for $10 so it's worth every penny to me. I don't know how much this would help
someone who already does fingernails professionally but if you're considering just taking on airbrushing
this text publication is extremely helpful in both selection, care and use of your airbrush. I'd be lost
without it and the images are perfect for learning step by step. This is a small jar with a filter cap that
traps airbrush color. An extremely informative and fully illustrated instructional guidebook to establishing
an airbrushed nail business! It really is worth every cent. this is the only reserve of its kind available to
U.K. Beauty Therapists for airbrushing fingernails.. in the past I've had to rely on professional trade
content to understand this trade; which are few in number.]) does and this book is a great jumping off
point to the TMF training. and it is a welcome addition to the expanding selection of Beauty Therapy
textbooks.. setup; Great coverage of the art and business of airbrushing nails This book covers all the
bases and gives good detail in to the techniques, materials, and supplies required available of airbrushing
nails. I am constantly referring to this book and it truly covers everything. SHE INCLUDES STEP BY STEP
INSTR. My connection with using airbrush equipment provides been that airbrush cleaners can cause
complications in your breathing zone. However the book does include info on an extremely useful
`washing station' (to spray your airbrush cleaner liquid into and decrease overspray). Other newbies I'd
also suggest checking out YouTube videos as well. Expert advice from a specialist artist. but will not
protect the breathing zone of the Beauty Therapist. Worth the price, BEST airbrush book out there! Thank
you Elizabeth!! This publication got me began, and continues to be my reference. It is unfortunate that
Elizabeth no longer teaches nail airbrushing, but TooMuchFun ([... This reserve is focused on the Nail
Artist/beauty professional; DO NOT rely on just that one book, nevertheless. Super pictures and incredibly
detailed!. We cannot say enough about this book. GREAT INSTR. Absolutly incredible! All the advice
needed is roofed to purchase apparatus;] [. As a lecturer and former salon owner;.] [.. I purchased it and
SENT IT BACK.] attend trade shows, and talk to people in the field of nails BEFORE buying an airbrush
system. The airbrush proven in this book is ALL PLASTIC and is NOT an excellent system.. The
techniques are ROCK SOLID, however, and will be a help to you during your career. and perform nail
artwork airbrushing providers in the salon. OF SEVERAL NAIL Styles & I would recommend this book to
anyone who is seriously contemplating running a nail airbrushing business or is normally a serious
hobbyist, even though you curently have experience in airbrushing. THE BEST AIRBRUSH BOOK
AVAILABLE!] [. It covers color theory in depth, procedures, techniques etc. My only suggestion for this
book would be the inclusion of a section regarding health and basic safety and the putting on of a basic
safety mask. Many illustrations help show you through a few of the step-by-step procedures.amp;!amp;
STENCIL USE. I READ THIS Publication APPROX. 20 Moments &amp; I LEARNED SOMETHING NEW
EACH AND EVERY TIME!!! This is actually the book you'll want!. If you're a nail specialist, spend the
amount of money and purchase this. During writing; An extraordinary section regarding various kinds of
airbrushes illustrates how knowledgeable Elizabeth Anthony is regarding this subject., READABLE
ELIZABETH ANTHONY INSTRUCTS YOU ON PROPER CARE FOR YOUR AIRBRUSH. Of course you
need to practice, practice, practice, but I feel this book is crucial have. Stunning! GIVES YOU A
COMPREHENSIVE UNDERSTANDING OF Advertising, COLOR MATCHING &!.!!!!! Get in touch with
airbrushing companies (like: [.!! I'd recommend it to any nail supporters out there! If there is a better
reserve on airbrushing nails out there I'd like to see it!! Informative, non-biased and educated, Thanks
This book is a must for any nail artist using an airbrush. It will be our bible and reference information for
training, client queries and guidance. This does go a way towards decreasing this issue;
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